Wrestling, Hockey Squads Drop 1st
Forfeit Fatal As Matmen Go Down 20-15

MIT matmen dropped their first meet of the season Saturday afternoon as the Tufts wrestlers defeated them 20-15. Lack of strength and an injury in the upper weight classes surely handicapped "Tech," even though they easily took the lower weight divisions.

Wrestling is scored on a system where a pin gains a team five points; a decision victory scores one point and a tie matches two points for each team.

In the first match of the afternoon, Little Don Weaver '60, in his first intercollegiate varsity competition, pinned his opponent in just 36 seconds and gained his team five points in the unlimited class.

Joe Puttive '60 lost a decision in the 157 pound bracket, and Mike Flint '70, the team's only returning intercollegiate varsity performer, was as far as the matmen went in the evening's contest on TCA tomorrow in Arlington Heights at 7:15.

MISSOURI wants healthy lead of 15-2. This, however, was as far as the matmen went in the evening's contest on TCA tomorrow in Arlington Heights at 7:15.
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